East Aleppo: An Eye-witness
Account
By Vanessa Beeley
Jibreen East #Aleppo. Today we visited the area that welcomes
the civilians who have escaped from NATO and Gulf State funded
terrorist imprisonment in districts of East Aleppo.
In this area, civilians are given food, medical care and
assessment and they register with the Syrian authorities
before joining families in West Aleppo or entering the IDP
camps in Jibreen. Those families who dont have IDs are given a
paper that enables them to travel in Syria until their IDs are
replaced.
We were told that up until today, 95,000 civilians had been
registered, from East Aleppo. This number can probably be
increased by a further 10% as some women and children had gone
directly to their families in West Aleppo without registering.
We were confronted by emaciated, exhausted children. Mothers
whose sons had been murdered by the terrorists for no reason.
Syrian civilians, sick and malnourished, broke down in tears
as they recounted the atrocities they had suffered at the
hands of these so called “moderate rebels”.
One woman started talking and burst into tears, the relief of
getting out of East Aleppo was too much for her and the horror
she had lived through overwhelmed her. The terrorists had
murdered two of her 12 sons because her other sons were
fighting in the Syrian army. She had been sick for many months
but she said no civilians were treated in the makeshift
terrorist field hospitals, only fighters were given any help.
She wept again when I asked her what she though of the western
media narrative, that the SAA were killing civilians. She said

quite simply “yesterday we were in Hell, today our life begins
again”.
I will be writing up all testimonies and uploading all video
interviews…but please dont fall for the corporate media lies
based on spurious sources, the majority of whom are now in
Turkey, fake photos and evil propaganda that works only to
ensure the perpetual misery of the Syrian people.
I was allowed into one of the Russian field hospitals on
site..Russian doctors were efficiently and kindly treating all
manner of injuries. One young man, skin and bones, had great
difficulty breathing. Another was having a dressing changed on
an open wound on his leg. Russian doctors were administering
clean bandages with no fake blood or special effects. This was
real humanitarianism in action.
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